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Editor

COVID-19 emergency requests a new definition of security procedures adopted in Child and Adolescence Neuropsychiatric Services (CANS).

The WHO recommends using Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for preventing inter-human transmission of viral diseases [1]. These recommendations regard primarily hospitalized patients and ambulatory medical services for adults.

In Italy, some attempts are emerging to prioritize rehabilitation activities in the context of inpatient rehabilitation settings [2].

Besides being simple and enabling the best protection, these procedures should avoid wasting resources, PPE over sizing and their misuse in particular.

Therefore, it was necessary to adapt these recommendations to the child and adolescent population in access to CANS, mainly focusing on the correct use of PPE and taking into account the typical variables of this population.

The age, the characteristics associated with the Neuro-Developmental Disabilities, and the severity levels associated with the therapeutic needs can affect the correct adoption of these devices.

In this perspective, we experienced the definition of “Biological Risk” levels encountered in the patient’s diagnostic and therapeutic direct approach.

We recruited 5 variables based on the patient’s ability to tolerate PPE gear, the possibility of spreading the virus outside the barriers created by the PPE, and finally, the type of therapy needed.

The total score derived from the combination of the 5 variables levels ranges from 0 to 8 points and yields 6 levels of Biological Risk (from 0 to 5). Each risk level (RL) corresponds to well defined protection measures that health workers must adopt, namely a PPE gear and possible distancing measures.

This scheme (Table 1) aims to improve the management of

Table 1: The five variables of Biological Risk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Distancing [1]</td>
<td>Patient can keep distances 0 Patient cannot keep distances 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B PPE gear [2]</td>
<td>Patient can wear PPE gear 0 Patient cannot wear PPE gear 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Parent’s presence necessary in the room</td>
<td>Parent’s presence not necessary 0 Parent’s presence necessary 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D drooling/ droplets/ incontinence (both urine and feces)</td>
<td>Not present 0 Present 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Repetition of touching (eyes, mouth, face) movements</td>
<td>Not present 0 Present 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
patients who arrive at the medical center/rehabilitation center, protect staff, and counteract the misuse of the security measures available (Table 1).

Thus, the RL derives from the summation of each variable’s level. Bearing in mind available recommendations, we established a sort of Triage based on the treated patient’s RL to define PPE gear and therapeutic setting organization.

In the case of RL 1/0 (score range 0 to 1, color of Triage green, Figure 1), the patient must wear a surgical mask and make frequent hand/glove sanitation. Health workers must wear a surgical mask and gloves. The treatment modality can be both individual or in pairs if the 2 children are RL 1/0 or 0/0.

In the case of RL 2/3 (score range 2 to 3, color of Triage yellow), the patient must wear a surgical mask and make frequent hand/glove sanitation. The health worker must wear Ffp2 mask, medical gown, single-use gloves, and visor mask to counteract drooling or droplets. The treatment modality is allowed in one to one only (Figure 1).

In RL 4/5 (score range 4 to 8, color of Triage red), the patient must wear a surgical mask and gloves (or make hand sanitation), and it is desirable a patient training on how to wear the gear. The health worker must wear “Ffp2 Gear” (i.e., single-use gown, visor mask, gloves, medical cap, medical shoe cover, Ffp2 mask). The treatment modality is allowed in one to one only, in this case too.

In our opinion, the containment of the Sars-Cov-2 pandemic requires a precise quantitation of RL besides the disinfection measures [3]. A Triage relying on robust criteria ensures adequate protection to both the healthcare workers and patients and avoids wasting resources due to improper use of PPE gear.
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